
A Quorum Based Approah to CORBA Fault-ToleraneGregory Chokler� Danny Dolev� Dahlia Malkhi�1 IntrodutionIn this paper we propose an approah based on quorum repliation for providing fault-tolerane inmiddlewares ompliant with the Common Objet Request Broker Arhiteture (CORBA) [OMG99℄.While various solutions for supporting repliation in CORBA exist, all of them are based on teh-niques borrowed from the group ommuniation world. In this paper we demonstrate that quorumbased repliation is a viable alternative to this approah, o�ering improved salability, availabilityand load balaning. In addition, quorum systems an be ustomized aording to a wide range ofparameters, e.g., to mask Byzantine failures [MR98℄, thus o�ering the objet reator exibility tohoose the repliation framework most suitable for the appliation needs.The issue of fault-tolerane support in CORBA has reeived signi�ant attention in reentyears, both in researh and standardization. The reently published Fault-Tolerant CORBA (FT-CORBA) spei�ation [OMG00℄ is a ulmination of several years of intensive researh dediatedto this topi. Due to the importane of ompliane with this standard on the one hand, and theneed to reet on potential improvement to it on the other, we dediate attention in this paper tothe most important aspets of this standard and analyze its appliability in our ontext. We alsodisuss the modi�ations we deem neessary to the standard that would allow implementationsbased on the quorum repliation approah.Our proposed infrastruture utilizes a new total ordering protool [CMR01℄ that we reentlydeveloped for maintaining replia onsisteny using quorum repliation. The protool is entirelylient driven and is built on top of a simple and eÆient distributed mutual exlusion primitive.Our laims of salability and high availability derive from the properties of the total ordering pro-tool and the fundamental features of quorum based repliation. In partiular, the total orderingprotool does not rely on system reon�guration in ase of failures for ensuring its progress. In-stead, it relies on the inherent fault-tolerane of quorum systems, as only a quorum of the repliasneeds to be available for the duration of eah request. Eliminating onstant monitoring of repliafailures ontributes onsiderably to the salability of our solution and results in a more lightweightinfrastruture. Additionally, the size of quorums an be surprisingly small, e.g., an order of squareroot of the total number of replias. Thus, �nding an available quorum is quite realisti in pra-tie, and keeps ommuniation osts low. Finally, a lear separation between the lient and thereplia side implementations makes our protool espeially suitable for distributed objet systemsand in partiular for CORBA systems. This further redues the omplexity of integration of ourprotools at the ORB level.We are urrently implementing the �rst system prototype that is strutured as a CORBAservie (see Setion 4). In the future, we intend to make it ompliant with FT-CORBA as muhas possible. This might require implementing parts of our system at the ORB level, as neessitatedby the standard (see Setion 5).�Shool of Computer Siene and Engineering, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Jerusalem 91904, ISRAEL.Email: fgrisha,dolev,daliag�s.huji.a.il



2 Related WorkThe existing body of researh on CORBA fault tolerane is dediated to augmenting CORBAwith support for group ommuniation; for a survey of works, see [AG98℄. Aording to [F98℄,existing systems an be lassi�ed as designed aording to one of the following three approahes:the integration approah, the intereption approah and the servie approah. Below we brieydisuss these approahes and their impliations on our system design.With the integration approah, the ORB is augmented with proprietary group ommuniationprotools. The augmented ORB provides the means for organizing objets into groups and sup-ports objet referenes that designate objet groups instead of individual objets. Client requestsmade with objet group referenes are passed to the underlying group ommuniation layer whihdisseminates them to the group members. The most prominent representatives of this approahare Eletra [LM97℄ and Orbix+Isis [II94℄.With the intereption approah, no modi�ation to the ORB itself is required. Instead, atransparent intereptor is over-imposed on the standard operating system interfae (system alls).This intereptor athes every all made by the ORB to the operating system and redirets it(if neessary) to a group ommuniation toolkit. Thus, every lient operation invoked on a repli-ated objet is transparently passed to a group ommuniation layer whih multiasts it to theobjet replias. The intereption approah was introdued and implemented by the Eternal sys-tem [MMN98℄.With the servie approah, group ommuniation is supported through a well-de�ned set ofinterfaes implemented by servie objets or libraries. This implies that in order for the appliationto use the servie it has to either be linked with the servie library, or pass requests to repliatedobjets through servie objets. The servie approah was adopted by Objet Group Servie(OGS) [FGS98, F98℄.Among the above approahes, the integration and intereption approahes are remarkable fortheir high degree of objet repliation transpareny: It is indistinguishable from the point of viewof the appliation programmer whether a partiular invoation is targeted to an objet group orto a single objet. However, both of these approahes rely on proprietary enhanements to theenvironment, and hene are platform dependent: with the integration approah, the appliationode uses proprietary ORB features and therefore, is not portable; whereas with the intereptionapproah, the intereptor ode is not portable as it relies on non standard operating systemfeatures.The servie approah is less transparent ompared to the other two. However, it o�ers superiorportability as it is built on top of an ORB and therefore, an be easily ported to any CORBAompliant system. Another strong feature of this approah is its modularity. It allows for a leanseparation between the interfae and the implementation and therefore mathes objet-orienteddesign priniples and losely follows the CORBA philosophy.In general, eah of the approahes outlined above an be adopted for implementing quorumbased repliation. We opted to �rst introdue quorum repliation support using the servie ap-proah, and then implement a ompatibility layer for FT-CORBA using the integration framework.3 Quorum based repliationQuorum systems are known tools for inreasing the availability and eÆieny of repliated ser-vies. A quorum system over a universe of repliated servers (simply, replias) is a set of subsets,alled quorums, in whih eah pair of quorums have a non-empty intersetion. Repliated serviesimplemented with quorum systems allow an operation to be performed on any available quo-rum. Intuitively, operation onsisteny is preserved beause of the intersetion property, whihguarantees that an operation observes the e�ets of any previously ompleted operations.The eÆieny of this paradigm is gained from the need to aess only a subset (a quorum)of the replias; and from the redution in the overall load on any single replia, stemming fromthe fat that every replia handles only a fration of the operations. In fat, quorums an be



surprisingly eÆient: For a universe of n replias, there exist quorum onstrutions with quorumsof size O(pn) only, in whih eah replia needs to handle only a O( 1pn ) fration of the overalloperations. High availability is provided in quorum repliation due to the need to aess only a livequorum. This omes at a low ost, sine no ompliated failure handling is involved. Moreover,quorum systems an be designed with various availability levels, and for various failures types,inluding resiliene to arbitrary (Byzantine) failures [MR98℄. For a survey of quorum repliationtehniques, see [Mal99℄.Traditionally, quorums have been used primarily for ahieving mutual exlusion or for loking,and for emulation of data with weak guarantees (e.g., safe registers). To support atomi data shar-ing or transations, repliated data systems employ additional onurreny ontrol mehanismssuh as loking, that ome with a heavy prie: A oordinator of a transation may fail holding alok permanently, or otherwise, if old loks are allowed to be overriden, reate inonsisteny thatmust be resolved manually.Reently, we have devised a protool that provides atomi repliation guarantee for repliatedobjets using quorums [CMR01℄. The protool implements operation ordering providing lineariz-able semantis [HW90℄: Informally, this guarantees that all lient operations (even those thatare invoked onurrently) appear to exeute in some serial order. The ordering protool utilizesa simple and eÆient mutual exlusion primitive for leader eletion (see [CMR01℄ for details).This protool forms the foundation of fault-tolerant repliation for CORBA, whose design andimplementation is desribed hene.4 A CORBA quorum repliation servieThis setion desribes our design for CORBA quorum repliation using the servie approah. Withthe servie approah, the implementation of the repliation protool is enapsulated into a numberof servie objets implementing various parts of the protool. The overall arhiteture is depitedin Figure 1.A replia side servie objet, alled a replia proxy, implements the following three interfaes:TOReplia, Mutex and QuorumManager. The TOReplia interfae represents the server side fun-tionality of the quorum based total ordering protool; Mutex supports the interfae de�ned by themutual exlusion primitive; and QuorumManager supports methods for manipulating (set and get)parameters of the quorum system through whih the objet is repliated. Turning regular CORBAobjets into repliated objets is done simply by inheriting from the replia proxy interfae. Notethat both Mutex and QuorumManager an be realized as separate CORBA servies for improvedmodularity and exibility.Eah objet group supported by the quorum repliation servie is identi�ed by a unique name.We use a CORBA Naming Servie [OMG98℄ for resolving objet group names to the lists ofmembers. Eah newly reated objet group G is assigned a naming ontext under the quorumrepliation servie naming ontext. Consequently, referenes to the individual members of G arebound to the names under the G's naming ontext. Note that this is a reasonable solution for thequorum based systems beause in suh systems a replia set is not supposed to hange frequentlyand in partiular does not hange in response to failures.A lient side servie objet, alled a group proxy, implements the lient side funtionality ofthe quorum based total ordering protool. Group proxy implements an interfae alled TOClient.This interfae onsists of a single method: submit(op). This method takes an operation desription(operation name, arguments, et) as a parameter and returns the result of invoking this operationat the target objet group.The group proxy objet is reated by a servie objet alled a group proxy fatory. This objetsupports a GroupProxyFatory interfae that among others, supports a reateGroupProxy(groupName)method that is used to instantiate a group proxy objet for the objet group designated by group-Name. This method is implemented as follows. First, the naming servie is ontated and group-Name is resolved into a list of referenes to individual objet group members. Then, a method ofQuorumManager is invoked on some group member to disover parameters of the quorum system
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Figure 1: Quorum Repliation Servie: Basi Componentsemployed by the group. Finally, a group proxy is instantiated and initialized with the list of repliaobjet referenes and the quorum system parameters. reateGroupProxy(groupName) returns theobjet referene to a newly reated group proxy objet.In order to allow lient appliations to aess objet groups through the original objet inter-faes, the group proxy an be implemented using CORBA's Dynami Skeleton Interfae (DSI).The DSI based group proxy is onstruted by the group proxy fatory based on the interfaede�nition obtained by invoking the get interfae() method on the objet referene of some targetgroup member. The resulting DSI based group proxy is then able to proess method invoationsmade through the original objet interfae.Objet group proxies an be instantiated either in the address spae of a lient appliationor in a separate server alled a lient representative. The advantage of aessing objet groupsthrough lient representatives is in redued ontention for the mutex as lient requests addressedto a partiular objet group are mediated by the same group proxy objet. The disadvantage isin higher ommuniation ost and redued fault tolerane as the lient representative introduesan extra hop between the lient appliation and the objet replias.Another possible use of lient representatives is in providing transparent aess to objet groupsfor lients outside the quorum repliation domain. This an be done by on�guring some lientrepresentatives as naming ontexts representing the quorum repliation domain in the externalnaming servie. In order to support this funtionality lient representatives have to (at leastpartially) implement the CosNaming:NamingContex interfae of the CORBA Naming Servie.



5 FT-CORBA with quorum repliationIn this setion, we outline how parts of our servie-based implementation an be integrated into theORB to realize an implementation ompatible with FT-CORBA. We start with a short overview ofthe FT-CORBA standard, illuminating issues relevant to our design of FT-CORBA with supportfor quorum repliation.The Fault Tolerant CORBA Spei�ation. FT-CORBA supports the notion of an objetgroup whih is used to designate a set of the objet replias. An objet group is representedand addressed by an Interoperable Objet Group Referene (IOGR). An IOGR is an extension ofCORBA's Interoperable Objet Referene (IOR), whih is the standard way to address CORBAobjets. IOGR an be viewed as omposed of multiple IORs (pro�les) eah of whih ontains atag ft group omponent that uniquely identi�es the objet group it belongs to. Typially, eahIOR enapsulated into an IOGR addresses an individual objet replia. Alternatively, it might bethe IOR of a gateway that allows lients supported by non-fault-tolerant ORBs to aess repliatedobjets.In order to failitate management of large sale fault tolerant appliations, FT-CORBA intro-dues the notion of a fault tolerane domain. Eah fault tolerane domain is managed by a singlelogial entity alled a Repliation Manager.The standard provides exibility in hoosing the atual repliation mehanisms supporting faulttolerane through a set of fault tolerane properties. Among these properties, a RepliationStyleparameter determines the type of repliation employed, whih ould be ative, old passive orwarm passive. Additional parameters, MembershipStyle and ConsistenyStyle, ontrol whethermembership maintenane and repliation onsisteny are provided by the objets themselves (ap-pliation ontrolled) or by an infrastruture of the fault tolerane domain (infrastrutureontrolled).Within a fault tolerane domain, failures of objet replias are monitored and propagatedthrough a hierarhial infrastruture of Fault Detetors. Failure noties of the fault detetor areolleted by a Fault Noti�er, that ommuniates fault noti�ations to the Repiation Manager andother objets that registered for suh noti�ations.The standard reommends mehanisms for implementing some ombinations of fault toleraneproperties. In partiular, it expliitly reommends view synhronous group ommuniation forative repliation with infrastruture ontrolled membership and onsisteny. This ap-proah for implementing FT-CORBA was indeed arried in the Eternal system [MMN98℄, the onlyfull implementation of the standard we are aware of. Eternal employs the Totem group ommuni-ation sytem [MMABL96℄. Other styles of repliation are left open in the standard for design byimplementors. An attempt to partially implement FT-CORBA with warm-passive repliationin an appliation ontrolled manner was reently made in DOORS [GNSY00℄.Implementing FT-CORBA using the integration approah. One of the most importantbuilding bloks introdued by FT-CORBA is the Interoperable Objet Group Referene (IOGR),whih is used to address objet groups. Here, we should point out that FT-CORBA onstrainsany implementation whih makes use of objet groups referened through IOGRs to neessitateeither the integration or the intereption approahes, and prelude servie level implementation.There are at least two reasons for this: First, CORBA does not speify any means availableoutside the ORB to reate the CORBA::Objet datatype from the IOP::IOR datatype and vieversa. Thus, reating an objet group and assigning IOGR to it annot be implemented by anexternal CORBA servie. Seond, several implementation modules should be able to manipulateinternal IOGR omponents. This annot be done at the appliation level as the CORBA standardditates that the CORBA::Objet datatype has to be opaque outside the ORB.Thus, ompliane with the standard urrently requires modi�ation of low-level infrastruturein order to implement quorum based repliation for FT-CORBA. The quorum repliation serviedesribed in Setion 4 an be onverted into an FT-CORBA ompliant implementation by inte-
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